The observation of maximally-rotating neutron stars (in comparison with non-rotating ones) may provide more information on the behavior of nuclear matter at high densities. In the present work we provide a theoretical treatment concerning the effects of the upper bound of the sound speed in dense matter on the bulk properties of maximally-rotating (at mass-shedding limit) neutron stars. In particular, we consider two upper bounds for the speed of sound, vs = c and vs = c/ √ 3, and the one provided by the relativistic kinetic theory. We investigate to what extent the possible predicted (from various theories and conjectures) upper bounds on the speed of sound constrain the ones of various key quantities, including the maximum mass and the corresponding radius, Keplerian frequency, Kerr parameter and moment of inertia. We mainly focus on the lower proposed limit, vs = c/ √ 3, and we explore in which mass region a rotating neutron star collapses to a black hole. In any case, useful relations of the mentioned bulk properties with the transition density are derived and compared with the corresponding non-rotating cases. We concluded that the proposed limit vs = c/ √ 3 leads to dramatic decrease on the values of the maximum mass, Kerr parameter and moment of inertia preventing a neutron star to reach values which derived with the consideration of realistic equations of state or from other constraints. Possible measurements of the Kerr parameter and moment of inertia would shed light on these issues and help to reveal the speed of sound bound in dense matter.
I. INTRODUCTION
Neutron stars are the most suitable extraterrestrial laboratories to study the properties of dense matter under extreme conditions [1] [2] [3] [4] . Their rapid rotation (due to very strong compactness) exhibits high spin frequency and the mass velocity at the surface may be close to the speed of light [5, 6] . In any case, it is a common belief that the study (observational and theoretical) of the maximally-rotating neutron stars may offer rich information on the properties of dense nuclear matter. In particular, the derivation of the Keplerian frequency (the frequency at which a rotating star would shed matter at its equator) has a twofold meaning. In Newtonian theory it takes a simple form and comes from the balance between gravitational and centrifugal forces. In General Relativity it is expressed as a self-consistency condition that must be satisfied by the solution to Einstein's equations. It should be noted that there are no analytical solutions of these equations for rotating neutron stars and consequently, only numerical estimations exist for the Keplerian frequency.
The strong-interaction between many bodies has been the main mechanism for the theoretical construction of the equation of state (EoS). The main assumption is that the speed of sound in an EoS cannot exceed the speed of light because of the causality. But a question rises: "Is the speed of light the upper bound of the speed of sound * chmargar@auth.gr † pkoliogi@physics.auth.gr ‡ moustaki@auth.gr in dense matter?". In fact, Hartle in Ref. [4] pointed out that causality is not enough to constrain the high density part of the EoS. In recent years, non-relativistic and weakly coupled theories have provided us with the c/ √ 3 bound through classes of strongly coupled theories with gravity duals [7] . Bedaque and Steiner pointed out that the existence of neutron stars with masses about two solar masses, combined with the knowledge of the EoS of hadronic matter at low densities, is not consistent with this bound [7] .
The value of the speed of sound in dense matter is still an open problem. Recently, the effects of the upper bound of the sound speed in neutron star properties have been studied extensively [2, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . However, the majority of the studies where focused on non-rotating or slow-rotating neutron stars. Haensel and Zdunik [18] were the ones who first discussed the causality as a bound on the maximum angular velocity of uniformly rotating neutron stars. Later on, Glendenning estimated the effects of the speed of sound on the period of gravitationally bounded stars. In particular, he employed a non-rotating model and estimated the period using an empirical formula connecting the period with the bulk properties of non-rotating neutron stars [19] . Lattimer et al. [9] and Koranda et al. [10] have also studied the upper limits set by causality on the rotation and mass of uniformly rotating relativistic stars. It is worth pointing out that in both studies the upper limit set by causality, which is v s /c = 1, was the only limit that has been considered.
In the present work, we employ in addition two upper bounds, the v s /c = 1/ √ 3 and the one originated from the relativistic kinetic theory [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . In the latter one, the sound speed is introduced by the corresponding theory as a self-consistent way and not artificial. The main motivation of the present work is to investigate the possibility to provide some universal constraints on the bulk properties of maximally-rotating neutron stars including the maximum mass and the corresponding radius, Keplerian frequency, Kerr parameter and moment of inertia. All these quantities are sensitive on the high density part of the EoS and we expect that the imposed constraints on the stiffness of the EoS may lead to important constraints on the dense nuclear matter. The EoS that is used is predicted by the Momentum-Dependent-Interaction (MDI) model in correlation with data from Akmal et al. [26] and predicts the current observed maximum neutron star masses ( [31] ). We also study the constant rest mass sequences of a neutron star in order to provide constraints relative to its collapse to a black hole [31] . Finally, we provide a detailed study about the connection between the minimum period of a rotating neutron star and the maximum neutron star mass of a non-rotating one.
We consider that the observational measurements, in correlation with the theoretical studies of maximallyrotating neutron stars, will help significantly to gain rich information about the properties of dense nuclear matter. For example, the remnant of the GW170817 merger may lead to differentially rotating neutron star close to massshedding limit (Keplerian frequency) [32] . In this case, the detection of the gravitational waves from this source may provide useful information for the dense matter properties [33] . In fact, the bound v s = c/ √ 3 "controls" the stiffness of the EoS at high densities (since in most EoSs the speed of sound exceeds the value v s = c/ √ 3 even for low values of the density) and apparently, affects appreciably the bulk properties of both non-rotating and rotating neutron stars.
The article is organized as follows: In Section II we present the speed of sound bounds and the nuclear equation of state model. In Section III we briefly review the rotating configuration on neutron stars, while in Section IV, we introduce the effects of the speed of sound bounds on the bulk properties of neutron stars. In addition, a detailed study about the constant rest mass sequences and the minimum rotational period is provided. Finally, Section V includes the relevant discussion as well as the conclusions of the present study.
II. SPEED OF SOUND BOUNDS AND MAXIMUM MASS CONFIGURATION
We have constructed the maximum mass configuration (we consider that to a very good accuracy this configuration is identified with the maximum permitted rotational frequency (Keplerian velocity) [5, 6] ) by considering the following two structures for the neutron star EoS: a) Maximum angular velocity for known low-density EoS b) Maximum angular velocity from the relativistic kinetic theory
In the first case, (a), the EoS is given through the ansatz
In the second case, (b), the EoS is given through the ansatz
In addition, in this case the maximally stiff EoS fulfills the following expression v s c
To be more specific, as Eq. (1) shows, the EoS is divided in three regions. In region E ≤ E c−edge , we used the equation of Feynman, Metropolis and Teller [34] and also of Baym, Bethe and Sutherland [35] for the crust and low densities of neutron star. In the intermediate region, E c−edge ≤ E ≤ E tr , we employed a specific EoS based on the MDI model and data from Akmal et al. [26] , while for E tr ≥ E, the EoS is maximally stiff with the speed of sound ∂P ∂E S fixed in two values, c/ √ 3 and c. Although the energy densities below the E c−edge have negligible effects on the maximum mass configuration, we used them in calculations for completeness. The cases which took effect in this study were the ones where the fiducial density is n tr = p n n s , where n s is the saturation density of symmetric nuclear matter (n s = 0.16 fm −3 ) and p n takes the values 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5.
In the specific case where n tr = 1.5n s , when the speed of sound is equal to c, then we have the EoS-maxstiff scenario and when the speed of sound is equal to c/ √ 3, then we have the EoS-minstiff scenario. However, since the transition density n tr and the upper bound of the speed of sound are not fixed from first principles, the EoS remains unknown.
While the above approach (a) is artificial in order to keep at least a minimum of consistency, we concentrated our study in the case where the speed of sound exhibits continuity. In particular, we avoided the discontinuities in the speed of sound appeared at the transition densities by employing a method presented in Ref. [36] . We proceeded with the matching of the EoSs on the transition density considering that above n tr the speed of sound is parameterized as follows (for more details see [36] )
where the parameters c 1 , c 2 and w are fit to the speed of sound and its derivative at n tr , and also to the demands v s (n tr ) = [c, c/ √ 3]. Using Eq. (4), the EoS for n ≥ n tr can be constructed with the help of the following recipe [36] 
The comparison of the results gained by the two methods and specifically the case (a) and the same case with the parametrization of Eq. (4)-(7) after the transition density, is presented and discussed in Section IV G.
III. ROTATING NEUTRON STARS
It has been shown by Friedman et al. [8] that the turning-point method, which is leading to the points of secular instability, can also be used in the case of uniformly rotating neutron stars. With this consideration, in a constant angular momentum sequence, the turningpoint of a sequence of configurations with increasing central density, separates the secular stable from unstable configuration and consequently, the condition
where E c is the energy density in the center of the neutron star and J is the angular momentum, defines the possible maximum mass. The Keplerian angular momentum is obtained as a selfconsistency condition in the solution of Einstein's equations for a rotating neutron star. In this case an approximate expression has been obtained according to [2] 
The factor F max depends on the various approximations.
For the numerical integration of the equilibrium equations, we used the public RNS code [37] by Stergioulas and Friedman [38] (This code is based on the method developed by Komatsu, Eriguchi and Hachisu [39] and modifications introduced by Cook, Shapiro and Teukolsky [40] ).
IV. CONSTRAINTS ON THE BULK PROPERTIES
The EoSs that we used are based on the EoS produced by the data from Akmal et al. [26] and the MDI model (for more details see Ref. [31] ) and specifically the APR-1 EoS. In Fig. 1 we present the gravitational mass dependence on the corresponding equatorial radius (hereafter radius) for the APR-1 EoS with the various speed of sound bounds and the transition density at 1.5n s . 
A. Mass and radius
The gravitational mass and the corresponding radius of a neutron star can take different values depending both on the assumption of the speed of sound bound and the transition density. We studied the dependence of the gravitational mass and the corresponding radius for the three bounds and also for different values of the transition density, up to 5n s .
In case of the gravitational mass, as Fig. 2a shows, both in non-rotating and maximally-rotating configuration, a reduction on the gravitational mass along the transition density occurs until it reaches a constant value. The dependence of the gravitational mass on the transition density can be described accurately by the formula
where α 1 and α 2 are shown in Table I . For reasons of completeness, we also studied the approximation within Ref. [41] for the non-rotating configuration. In fact, this was the study of Hartle [4] , where he proved the analytical solution which is shown below. This is valid only in region [1.5-3]n s and it is given through the expression
where the coefficient k takes the values 3.319, 5.165 and 4.765 for the bounds c/ √ 3, c and the one from the relativistic kinetic theory, respectively. It should be noted that Eq. (10) for low values of density leads to Eq. (11), since the coefficient k is approximately equal to α 1 /α 2 . Fig. 2b displays the radius as a function of the transition density. While similar dependence with the gravitational mass is presented, the bound c/ √ 3 differs. In particular, after 3n s the c/ √ 3 case leads to higher values of radius than the other two bounds. The dependence of the radius on the transition density can be described accurately by the formula
where α 3 and α 4 are shown in Table I . Its specific meaning could be lying under the fact that the bound c/ √ 3 can lead to higher deformed models of neutron stars.
B. Mass-shedding angular velocity
In Fig. 3 displayed the dependence of the Keplerian angular velocity on the transition density. Angular velocity at the maximum mass configuration for the maximallyrotating case is an increasing function of the transition density. This effect remains valid for the bound c/ √ 3, but not for the other two. In those cases, it reaches a maximum at 3n s and then decreases along the transition density.
From Fig. 3 , it is clear that the maximum angular velocity at the Keplerian sequence is not presented with the stiffest EoS (1.5n s ) but with an EoS with the transition density equals to 3n s . This effect is probably a direct consequence of the relation that exists between the Keplerian angular velocity and the maximum neutron star mass, as well as the corresponding equatorial radius. 
C. Kerr parameter
The Kerr parameter is important for neutrons stars and in general, compact objects. To be more specific, it can lead to possible limits for the compactness on neutron stars and consequently on the spin frequency, and second, can be a criteria for determining the final fate of the collapse of a rotating compact star [31, 42] . The relation which describes the Kerr parameter [31] is
The Kerr parameter, as Fig. 4a shows, follows the massdensity relation as a decreasing function of the transition density. The dependence of the Kerr parameter on the transition density can be described accurately by the formula
where α 7 and α 8 are shown in Table I . From Fig. 4b , the dependence of this parameter on the gravitational mass for transition density equals to 1.5n s can lead us to possible constraints on the maximum neutron star mass. Both these figures may help to constrain the EoS, by constraining the Kerr parameter and the possible maximum mass of a neutron star, almost simultaneously.
D. Moment of inertia
One of the most relevant properties in pulsar analysis is moment of inertia which can quantify how fast an object can spin with a given angular momentum [31, 43] . It is given by the form
where J is the angular momentum and Ω the angular velocity of the neutron star. In Fig. 5 , we studied the moment of inertia in correlation with the transition density for the various bounds. In this case too, moment of inertia follows a decreasing trajectory along the transition density until it reaches (12) , (14) and (16) for the three speed of sound bounds. The symbol "n.r." corresponds to the non-rotating configuration and the "m.r." to the maximally-rotating one. Gravitational Mass (M⊙⊙ 
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where α 5 and α 6 are shown in Table I . For reasons of completeness, we also studied the approximation within Ref. [44] for the maximally-rotating configuration. This is valid only in region [1.5-3]n s and it is given through
where k 2 and k 3 are shown in Table II . In addition, we studied the dependence of the moment of inertia on the gravitational mass for the various bounds. In Fig. 6 , we can see that in all cases, the minimum transition density leads to maximum possible moment of inertia. 
E. Constant rest mass sequences
In order to study the time evolution of a neutron star in correlation with the transition density and the various speed of sound bounds, we present at Fig. 7 the normal and supramasive rest mass sequences as the dependence of the angular velocity on the Kerr parameter for various values of the rest mass at n tr = 1.5n s . To be more specific, these sequences describe the time evolution of a neutron star (with a fixed rest mass) created by spinning with its Keplerian velocity. In the case of normal ones, neutron stars eventually loosing their angular momentum (for various reasons) and becoming non-rotating as they approach to stable configuration. On the other hand, during the suprammasive sequence, neutron stars never approach the stable non-rotating case and their final fate is to collapse to a black hole. Obviously, the possible upper bounds on the speed of sound affects the time evolution of maximally-rotating neutron stars. The latter one depends mainly on the value of the rest mass at which the star created.
As a follow up to Fig. 7 , we plot in Fig. 8 the last stable rest mass sequence (LSRMS) for the various bounds at n tr = 1.5n s . This specific sequence is the one that corresponds to the maximum mass configuration at the non-rotating model and defines the upper limit to the stable region. Moreover, in the same figure we plot the results concerning the LSRMS found by employing a large number of realistic EoSs [31] (gray region). It is remarkable, that the three bounds, define the lower limit on the LSRMS. This means that the effect of the bounds is to lower the stable region of the time evolution concerning the angular velocity. However, in this study there is no striking signature of the bounds under consideration, since all of them lead to almost similar trends. [31] and the red area from the present work are also presented. The maximum value at each case is also noted.
F. Minimum rotational period
For a given EoS the maximum gravitational mass in the sequence of gravitationally neutron stars has the minimum Keplerian period. Therefore, in order to provide useful constraints on the EoS, we present at Fig. 9 the dependence of the minimum rotational period as a function of the corresponding maximum gravitational mass of the non-rotating configuration for the various speed of sound bounds and transition density equals to n tr = 1.5n s .
In addition, just for comparison, the results of the previous work of Glendenning [19] as well as Koranda et al. [10] have been included. Moreover, the results corresponding to 23 realistic hadronic EoSs from our recent work are presented [31] . Finally, the two forbidden regions provided by the maximum value of the compactness parameter, β = GM/Rc 2 , are included. In the first one, the value is β = 4/9 (the maximum value of compactness allowed by General Relativity) [2] and the second one is β = 0.3428 which is the maximum possible value of the Tolman-VII analytical solution of the Tolman-Oppernheiomer-Volkoff (TOV, Einstein's equations for a non-rotating spherical symmetric object) equations that leads to stable configuration. It was found recently that this value is an universal upper limit included also realistic EoSs [45] . The above two regions have been Table III . Comparison between the two methods presented in this study for the bulk properties of neutron stars at the maximum mass configuration for ntr = 1.5ns. The symbol "c." correspond to the continuity method and the "dc." to the discontinuity one. found by combining the expression
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which provided very recently in Ref. [31] and relates the minimum period of a maximally-rotating neutron star with the mass and radius of the non-rotating case and the limited values of the compactness parameter, β max . In this case we have found the expression
which employed in Fig. 9 . Allowed Neutron Stars Koranda [10] (us/c⊙ 2 = 1/3 (us/c⊙ 2 = 1 k ne( c (heory Glendenn ng [19] Hadron c EoS [31] Figure 9 . Minimum rotational period of rotating neutron stars as a function of the mass of the maximum mass spherical star allowed by the EoS of the stellar matter. The circles represent the vs/c = 1/ √ 3 bound, the squares represent the vs/c = 1 bound and the crosses represent the one from the relativistic kinetic theory. The data from Glendenning [19] are also presented with diamonds. The blue curve is presented from Koranda et al. [10] for comparison. The data for 23 hadronic realistic EoS [31] are also presented with stars. Region forbidden from structure of General Relativity for β = 4/9 and the one from Tolman VII with β = 0.3428 are presented to guide the eye.
It is remarkable, that the approximation of Koranda et al. [10] provides correctly the lower limit of the P min compared with the results of the realistic EoSs. In addition, the approximation given by Glendenning [19] , even its simplicity, is very close to the previous one. As far as concerning the Tolman-VII solution, its prediction close to the Glendenning's approximation confirms its reliability. However, the most striking feature is the constraints imposed by the bound v s /c = 1/ √ 3. Obviously, the use of this bound leads to a significant increase in the minimum period (almost twice time compared to the causality limit v s /c = 1) and consequently limits the allowed region. In fact, the allowed region is restricted dramatically by using this bound, excluding also the prediction of all realistic EoSs.
In the same figure, and for the bound v s /c = 1/ √ 3, the sequences for each case (which correspond to various values of the critical density and consequently different M-R diagrams) are included. This line helps to identify the minimum period (and the allowed period) for each case and for various values of the mass. As expected, the bound v s /c = 1/ √ 3 provide strong constraints on the maximum mass (both on non-rotating and maximallyrotating neutron star) but also on the minimum allowed rotating period.
G. Results from the different approaches
Two different approaches for the construction of the EoS in correlation with the transition density are studied in this paper. In the first case we studied the method where discontinuities are presented in the EoS while in the second one, we studied the method where continuity exhibits. From the results that are shown in Table III it is obvious that the two methods converge, especially at the maximum mass configuration and as a consequence, the effects of the discontinuity are negligible.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Sequences of rotating neutron stars with different speed of sound bounds and transition densities have been studied. In this paper we have studied the bulk properties of maximally-rotating neutron stars in correlation with the transition density and the gravitational mass. In particular, we have calculated their gravitational mass and radius, angular velocity, dimensionless spin parameter and moment of inertia. Relations between these properties and the transition density, as well as the gravita-tional mass for the various bounds, have been found and shown in the corresponding figures.
In particular, the dependence of gravitational mass, as well as radius, on the transition density at the maximum mass configuration in the Keplerian sequence for different speed of sound bounds, is obtained. From the corresponding figures, the gravitational mass and radius are decreasing functions along the transition density for every bound until they reach a constant value. Relations for these behaviors have been found and shown in the corresponding Sections. The advantage of these relations falls under the fact that they can describe the full region of the transition density, in contradiction with the old ones, which merely can describe the region [1.5-3]n s . Another interesting effect is provided through the c/ √ 3 bound, where the radius exceeds the other two bounds after 3n s . This effect can lead to possible insights for the deformation of the star and also to constrain their radius, as it is one of the open problems in modern astrophysics.
Afterwards, we studied the dependence of angular velocity on the transition density at the maximum mass configuration in the Keplerian sequence for different speed of sound bounds. Although that in case of transition density 1.5n s we have the stiffest EoS, the maximum angular velocity was achieved at 3n s for each case. To be more specific, in case of bound c and the one from the relativistic kinetic theory, after 3n s a decrease in angular velocity is observed. On the other hand, in c/ √ 3 case, the angular velocity stabilizes after 3n s in a constant value. The importance of this result must be taken into account with the gravitational mass, as well as the corresponding radius, because Keplerian angular velocity has a complicated dependence on these bulk properties [31] .
In addition, the dependence of the Kerr parameter and moment of inertia on the transition density at the maximum mass configuration in the Keplerian sequence, as well as on the gravitational mass, for different speed of sound bounds, have also obtained. In the first case, concerning the Kerr parameter, the bound c lead to higher values of the Kerr parameter than the other two bounds, at every transition density. At the most extreme configuration studied in this paper, meaning at 1.5n s and bound c, the Kerr parameter reaches a maximum value at around 0.8. The significance of this result for neutron stars falls under the fact that the gravitational collapse of a uniformly rotating neutron star, constrained to massenergy and angular momentum conservation, cannot lead to a maximally rotating Kerr black hole [31] . In the sec-ond case, also at the most extreme configuration, the moment of inertia reaches a maximum value at around 14 ·10 45 gr cm 2 , while in case c/ √ 3 the maximum value is only at around 6 ·10 45 gr cm 2 . The effects of the speed of sound bounds are enhanced for the moment of inertia, where the decrease is up to 2.5 times between the c and c/ √ 3 bound. The insight of this information, because moment of inertia quantifies how fast an object can spin, can lead to possible constraints on the spin frequency on neutron stars.
Constant rest mass sequences have been also constructed and studied in order to provide the effects of the speed of sound bounds on the time evolution of neutron stars. As a consequence, the maximum possible rest mass value is constrained through the different bounds with the minimum one being the v s /c = 1/ √ 3. In order to provide useful information and constraints on the stable region of neutron stars, we have constructed the LSRMS. From this sequence it is obvious that the normal region of neutron stars is extended downwards concerning the angular velocity. The latter one lead us to lower spin frequencies on neutron stars. Furthermore, the minimum rotating period of a neutron star as a function of the spherical gravitational mass have been studied. The bound v s /c = 1/ √ 3 significantly limits the allowed area of neutron stars, excluding also a majority of realistic EoSs. This bound can provide strong constraints on the maximum gravitational mass, as well as on the minimum rotating period of neutron stars.
Finally, two different approaches for the construction of the EoS, one with discontinuity from the transition density and one with continuity, have been studied. These methods converge as the maximum mass configuration is independent from the low density area of the EoS.
